Connecting
AI technology
with AI
adopters
Looking to scale
the roll- out of your
AI technology?
We can help!

The desire for Artificial
Intelligence (AI) adoption
within healthcare is
increasing, especially
within radiology.

However, the successful adoption of AI in this area
is largely dependent on how well the technology
integrates into the existing workflows of healthcare
organisations.
As the leading provider of Radiology Information
Systems to the NHS, our understanding of these
existing workflows, our technical expertise and our
existing healthcare network provides AI vendors
with a quick, practical and scalable route to the
adoption of their algorithms.

How we help
WORKFLOW

• Decision to image
• Best use criteria

PATIENT RECORD

To make the integration of AI
technology into existing radiology
workflows as simple as possible
we have developed our AI Connect
gateway.
The gateway involves a unique standardised
integration approach that simplifies the roll-out
of an AI vendor’s technology within a healthcare
organisation. It allows AI algorithms to be adopted,
regardless of the RIS or PACS set ups the
organisation is using. The adoption of a single
gateway reduces technical complexity and speed
of deployment for both the AI vendor and
organisation. It also helps support user familiarity
for organisations utilising multiple algorithms,
something that is often a barrier to AI adoption.
We can also offer access to our extensive network
of healthcare customers looking to adopt AI
through our AI Connect Marketplace, which is
designed to promote and help streamline the
roll-out of a range of specialist algorithms.

• Inpatient scheduling
• Appointment booking

SCHEDULING

• Automated acquisition
• Dose reduction
• Scan time reduction

ACQUISITON

• Post processing
• Registration

PROCESSING

• Segmentation
• Detection
• Quantification

PERCEPTION

REASONING

• Diagnostic inference
• Decision making

COMMUNICATION

• Results communication
• Actioning
• Patient information

REPORTING

• Documentation
• Synoptic reporting

The AI
Connect
Marketplace

Our AI Connect Marketplace enables
AI vendors to provide healthcare
organisations with a single point of
reference and information outlining
the clinical requirements their
technology supports.

Interested in
joining our
AI Connect
Marketplace?
Get in Touch!

The vendor neutral marketplace is open to any AI
providers who are willing to work in partnership with
Wellbeing Software and use our AI Connect gateway
as a means of scaling the adoption of their algorithms.
Inclusion in the marketplace doesn’t restrict
vendors from pursuing other means of adoption,
however we are committed to working with all of
our AI Connect Marketplace partners to promote
their individual capabilities and provide the simplest
route to adoption. We also offer continued support
during and after the roll-out period to ensure
adoption and ongoing use of the technology
is managed effectively.

Connect with us:
visit wellbeingsoftware.com
email aiconnect@wellbeingsoftware.com
or call +44 (0)1623 489838
@WeAre_Wellbeing

wellbeing-software

Wellbeing Software, Hamilton Court, Hamilton Way,
Oakham Business Park, Mansfield NG18 5FB

